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ABSTRACT

The Ising quantum chain with alternating single and sector defects is solved exactly by
using the technique of Lieb, Schultz and Mattis. The energy spectrum of this model is shown to
have a tower structure if and only if these defects constitute a commensurate configuration. This
means that conformal invariance is preserved under these circumstances.



The theory of conformal invariance plays a central role in the homogeneous

two-dimensional critical systems[l-4]. We can use it to determine the critical ex-

ponents and correlation functions for the bulk system with and without surfaces.

Although the translation symmetry is usually regarded to be necessary for this

theory, conformal invariance also holds with the line and extended defects [6-10],

a long-range marginal inhomogenity[ll,12] and a critical-off-critical interface[13] in

the two-dimensional Ising model.

In the present letter, we show that conformal invariance is still preserved for the

Ising quantum chain with alternating single and sector defects if and only if the

defects form a commensurate configuration. The hamiltonian of the model is

n Ni

{=1 j=AT1_i-t-l

where <rj and o* are Pauli matrices at site j , iV0 = 0, Nn=N is the length of the

chain. The n single defects with strengths T; are placed at the bonds between the

sites TV; and Ni+\ while the sector defects are placed between two neighbour single

defects. Here, we impose the periodic boundary conditions: <r^r+1=cr^ and / J V + I = / I -

The hamiltonian (1) describes the interactions between the critical sectors in the

plane which are physically reasonable. When /; = 1, the hamiltonian (1) reduces the

cases studied by Henkel et al[8]. When Ti=fi, the hamiltonian (1) describes the

system with n sector defects. The case of n=2 is investigatedin reference [9].

To obtain the energy spectrum of the hamiltonian (1), we employ the fermion

technique of Lieb, Schultz and Mattis[5], First, taking the Jordan-Wigner transfor-

mation
n-i

^fcj^Cn (2)

the hamiltonian (1) can be rewritten as a quadratic form in term of fermion operators

c+ and cn

-. 71 N,



, ~ c/v,)(c^i+1 + cjv,+i)] (3)

with the boundary conditions

= — Ciexp(i7r ^^cfci) = —Ciexp(iirNc) (4a)

c+c,-) = —c*exp(iirNc) (ib)
t=i

Then by a Bogoliubov transformation, one can get

vk + Eo (5)
k

where EQ is the ground state energy, rj£ and 17/. are fermion creation and annihilation

operators, respectively. The one-fermion energies A& are determined by the following

eignvalue problem

,m y. ,m ,m

(A^i-l + 1 < m < Ni) (6)

with the "boundary" conditions

fjip'1) 4. Orn^!"^ = 0 (7a)

I = 0 (7c)

(1 < J < n - 1)

where Q=exp[i?r(Ar
c4-N)]. Here, we are mainly interested in the low-energy modes

in the large-N limit, i.e. A* ~ GfiV"1). So eqs.(6) have the solutions

<L ^ ^ ^ i ^ m ) (8)
Ji

T^.St.Mi-Sr



Substituting eqs.(8) into eqs.(7), we obtain a set of 2n homogeneous linear equa-

tions for Ai and Bj. The allowing values of A* are determined by vanishing of the

coefficient determinant of this system. After some calculations, we arrive at

where I is 2x2 unit matrix and

W,= i ) (10)

with a^AfcN and

I Ti Ji+i

/iB = *B = -)- (He)

Note that we have used exp(i4 i)=l+i4 iL. Expanding eq.(9), we finally have

r n_ ]
n 12 J n 2r n

JJ tt|. J ] ̂  x
2 r < n «=1 fc=l 'fc

^ Wj)x = 0 (12)
(=0 J=i

where [y] denotes the integer part of y, Ui=-'^.^~l and to = 5Z?=i ^J- Obviously, the

energy spectrum with a tower structure is obtained if and only if the left hand of

eq.(12) is a periodic function in x. This is guaranteed by the conditions that the pa-

rameters u>{ are commensurate. Provided they have the least common denominator

q, then

), m = 0,1,2,... (13)

where

"t{q) = q if qui odd



= -q if qu even

In conclusion, we have diagonalized the hamiltonian (1). This model is conformaily

invariant provided the defect configuration is commensurate. There is an interesting

case: when Ti = /i/ ,+i, conformal invariance always holds without any constraints.

The critical exponents of the scaling fields are determined easily by using eq.(5),

eq.(13) and the gap-exponent relations[3]. When / , = 1, the resluts in [8] are recov-

ered.
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